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1. Beauty of life 

Beauty of life is it's uncertainty  

Accept it with grace and humility 

Never lower your honesty, integrity  

Death is final, life is complimentary  

In the journey we lose contemporary; 

Today may be the last day of journey  

So make beautiful today's tourney  

No need to run after wealth and money  

Every moment can give sweet honey  

Make today sunny, tomorrow may be rainy. 

2.Be deaf for success  

In life for success and moving ahead  

Make both of your ears temporarily dead; 

Keep your mouth shut till you reach top 

People will try to make your journey flop; 

If you are deaf, in the middle you will not stop  

All criticism you can easily face and cope; 

Look ahead and move on don't listen other 

Critics will never encourage like your mother; 

Once you reach the top critics will clap more 

You can listen good words from their store. 

3.Poor man has no age 

Poor man has no age  

Whole life live in cage  

Gets only minimum wage  

Elite class tell them savage  

Life for poor is only salvage; 

Every day heart become damage  

Sometimes protest to take revenge  

Then organize condolence and homage  

Next morning again carry other's baggage  

Poor man's life is only a blank page. 
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4.We all born free  

Every creature born free  

But all can't climb tree 

Some have wings to fly 

Under water some are shy  

Before standing many die  

Whole life someone cry  

Yet everyone wants to touch sky 

In the sunshine they become fry 

To be the fittest animal always try. 

 

5.The strange journey  

The strange journey of life 

We move thousands mile  

Chasing the illusive blue bird  

But never bother to see backyard  

The blue bird had made nest long back ; 

We think life will be ok when children grow  

In the search of future, present we throw  

Along with children we become old  

Our story only to next generation can be told  

The future always remains unfold; 

Look for the happiness today at home  

Enjoy the present before the darkness  

Play with your children tell them the story  

In the next morning you will not be sorry  

The blue bird chicks will fly near your greenery. 
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6.Don't chase beauty  

Why chase a rainbow  

Enjoy the beauty from home  

It is only a virtual dome;  

If you chase butterfly it will fly 

When you catch, in pain it will cry 

Better enjoy the beauty sitting shy; 

In bubbles also seven colour is seen  

Yet to catch rainbow everyone keen  

Beauty and happiness remain unseen. 

 

 

7.E equal to mc^2(m c square) 

Convert energy into matter  

Gaining weight make us fatter  

Convert matter into energy  

Burn your body fat for synergy  

Convert energy into energy  

None can destroy any form of it  

Only through conversion remain fit; 

The universes has no purpose  

Except the conversion process  

Otherwise in creation will start recess  

The purpose of life can't be above  

The mystery no explanation can resolve  

So eat, drink, enjoy don't try to solve  

Death is waiting to convert wearing it's glove. 
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8.The purpose is to live 

The only purpose of life is to live  

As much smile as you can give 

We can't change the rotation and revolution  

For the destruction of world no solution  

Philosophy gives vague permutation, combination  

Religion can't prove existence of God in confirmation  

God will never fix purpose of life to kill other  

He will not create such a unholy world rather  

So live and let live is the simple way to live 

With generosity to mankind always give. 

 

9.Spend when you have maximum  

On birth you have maximum time on hand  

Every moment you are bound to spend  

To anybody a single moment you can send  

For money a single moment you can't vend  

Not the speed of time you can amend; 

As you move on your time balance reduces  

Time will not stop even nothing you produces  

But slowly towards death time will seduces  

Enjoy childhood and youth when balance is maximum  

After you grow old you will be forced to spend optimum. 

 

10.Protect your glory  

Once you lost your glory  

People will tell different story  

You are then tusker without ivory  

Every day you have to face query  

So your pride always carefully carry 

You may be any one Tom, Dick or Harry  

Yet you may have your own glory  

To protect it no need to be sorry. 
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11.Suicide  

Suicide is a goal offside  

Always keep it subside  

Don't discuss it on roadside  

With friends stand alongside  

Again suicide strongly decide; 

Suicide is act of weak mind  

To live positive attitude find 

Towards people always be kind  

The pile of sorrow quickly unwind  

Seeing negative people become blind; 

Suicide is mental disease of weak people  

To throw away suicide tendency is simple  

Never bother even if your face is full of pimple  

Don't be jealous for other people's dimple  

Lead your life as you like without bothering ripple. 

 

12.Ranjan Gogoi  

When honesty and integrity his companion  

He is destined to become a champion  

The short and sharp lawyer became judge  

To give justice is always his eagerness and urge  

Dirt of judicial system he tried to purge; 

Above caste, creed and religion his views  

Through NRC he came to limelight news 

Never feared to tackle controversial case  

Equity, rule of law, trust, justice his base  

Ramjanmabhumi judgement is historic page. 
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13.Be bold 

In life I was never bold 

So many things remain untold  

Everything time only unfold  

Things I like, I couldn't uphold  

My life fate and destiny mould; 

Be strong and bold before you grow old 

Otherwise you novel will remain unsold  

Your love story no one will hold 

Life will be dry and chilly cold 

Recall your love which was gold. 

14.Love 

Love is soft like butter  

It always like flatter 

A hug or kiss matter  

With warmth melt better  

Easily become solid like water; 

Love is hard like diamond  

Yet it is tasty like almond  

Everywhere valuable like pound  

True and pure love nowhere to found  

People run after love round and round. 

15.Extramarital love  

Grass on the other side is always greener  

Neighbour's wife is beautiful and thinner  

The girls on the streets looks smarter  

In heart their smiles can create thunder  

In family life extramarital love is blunder; 

Living with wife become monotonous  

Man is an animal known to be polygamous  

Neither woman is an animal monogamous  

Extramarital love is the window generous  

Though for family life it is very dangerous. 
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16.Depression  

Under depression don't stop  

With positivity one can cope  

Depression is only a small slope  

Don't make it a matter for dope  

You can easily tear this thin rope; 

When depressed, creativity don't suppress  

Exploring hobbies will help in progress  

New places and new people try to harness  

Help of doctor will also give good success  

Never take depression as a matter of regress; 

Depression helps to unfold creativity  

Always face depression with positivity  

Handle your mind with sensitivity  

Attitude will help to overcome resistivity  

Convert depression to a tool of productivity. 

 

17.Kill depression before it kills you  

When attacked by depression  

Mind suffer in mental pollution  

Life struggle to face its compression  

Psychologist gives lot of suggestion  

Psychiatrist can give good medication  

But medicine is not permanent solution 

Determined mind can only do it's dilution  

Friendship is medicine's better substitution  

To defeat it required strong resolution  

Work with all permutation and combination  

Depression may lead to hallucination 

To depression behave in insubordination. 
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18.Revenge  

Basic instinct of ordinary man is revenge  

With kindness you can easily change  

Revenge ignite mind for silly thing  

But big destruction revenge can bring  

Remember Jesus when revenge bell ring; 

Attitude of revenge caused many war 

On humanity it left irreversible scar 

It's consequences move on too far 

Revenge and hostility are always at par  

For better life revengeful attitude you should bar. 

 

19.Divorce  

Divorce is a negative force  

Conflict is it's igniting source  

Love leads to union of soul  

Divorce separate with a hole  

In family life it is suicide goal; 

In compatibility may be reason  

The children has to go to treason  

They lost parental support and vision  

Unbearable becomes their position  

Fragile minds take path of addiction; 

Whatever may be the reason of divorce  

It changes whole family's future course 

Quarrel and hate bring tears and sorrow  

Love of husband-wife becomes zero  

Reconcile before divorce become hero. 
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20.When you missed the train 

When you missed the train  

Don't wait in station in vain 

Go out even if there is rain  

If you wait nothing you will gain 

Opportunities will go to drain; 

If you miss train, catch the bus 

Move to the airport very fast 

You can board the flight last 

Your leg pullers will bite dust 

You will reach destination first; 

The opportunity lost will not come back 

But everywhere you will find in the rack 

Don't wait move fast on the track 

At suitable moment you can easily hack  

You know, talent and skill you don't lack. 

 

21.Throw away worry  

When you make jealously your companion  

In life you can never become a champion;  

If hate is your one of the closest friend  

For a peaceful life you can't be trained; 

When anger is your dearest brother  

You yourself will be your destroyer; 

For peaceful life keep distance from greed 

Otherwise in life never will fulfil your need; 

For a happy, peaceful life throw away your worry  

With all the evil forces life will never be merry. 
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22.Life is same everywhere  

Life is same in all the continent  

How you live is important and pertinent  

Same sky and Sunday morning sun 

The question is whether it is full of fun  

You inhale same oxygen and drink water  

But some people live life comfortably better 

Food is made of same wheat and rice  

It is your duty to make it testy and nice 

There is no free meal anywhere in world  

Attitude and work make life full of gold. 

23.When we listen to heart  

When we listen to our heart  

A better journey we can start  

We can avoid the false flirt  

It is easy to clean mind's dirt  

Happiness shower life's cart; 

When heart and brain in balance  

Our companion is persistence  

We can work for excellence  

Easily we can overcome resistance  

Meaningful become our existence. 

 

24.Land of Lahe Lahe (slow) 

Assam the land of slow and steady  

The people of the land are not greedy  

Though majority of people are needy  

They always tell about past proudly  

But the present economy is not healthy; 

Many people are now clumsy and lousy  

Leaders tell agitation will make future rosy  

So in agitation idle people are now busy  

Elites are instigating and playing housie.      
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25.Defence  

Self-defence is not crime  

Protecting body is prime 

Defence is required all time  

Join defence force to shine 

Future defence will be fine 

Defence minister is powerful  

But war is always harmful  

Defence budget is useful  

But offence is shameful  

Defence should be skilful 

Self-defence is fundamental right  

To save life animals also fight. 

26.Happy new year 

The morning shows the day 

Happy new year let us say  

The new year begins new ray 

Good things this year will pay  

For mankind new year is okay; 

Every day is a good day for fun  

Yet special is new year's sun 

Again we start a new long run  

Next day will be struggle to earn  

So, today celebration must be done. 

 

27.When the weather is cold  

When the weather is cold  

Drink a peg to become bold 

Many untold stories can be told  

Friends will come to your fold  

Amway products can be sold 

During winter blanket you hold 

Sunny days are like dazzling gold  

The activity of day cloud can mould. 
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28.Go on smiling  

Even on first day wives like to fight  

To fight is their fundamental right  

On first day they must show their might  

Then only their future will be bright  

All husbands please take it light; 

New year's day will come and go 

This does not mean female should be slow  

They will force husband to stand in the row 

Considering new year husband must keep low 

Go on smiling to see wife's facial beauty and glow. 

29.Make every day extraordinary  

The first day of new year gone  

Time and tide waits for none  

How you utilise time is your turn  

Your time as you like you can burn  

This year utilization of time you learn; 

Celebration on first January is arbitrary  

Yet majority of world show solidarity  

Arabs, Indians think new year contrary  

For your own new year you are functionary  

Work hard to make every day extraordinary. 

30.Move on, move on 

Happy new year, happy new year  

Move your life on top gear  

To move forward don't be fear  

With courage all obstacles tear  

On the journey make everyone dear; 

Many new things new year will unfold  

Some stories will be again retold  

Past mistakes will make you bold  

You can easily face the coldest cold 

Success will bring you treasure of gold. 
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31.Don't be judgmental  

Don't be judgmental  

Seeing my appearance  

Don't be judgmental  

Looking at my colour  

Peep into my heart  

You will see the beauty  

You will feel my colourful world  

You will see the spring of love 

Don't be judgmental on first impression  

You will be proved wrong in the long run 

To find gold you must dig deep. 

32.Crow  

The colour may be black  

Melody voice may lack  

Your kitchen she may hack  

She may fly away with your pack 

But her necessity always look back; 

Crow is important in life cycle  

Environment it don't allow to buckle  

Clean neighbourhood to sparkle  

Live near human not in jungle  

To crow make your behaviour humble. 

33.Rituals  

Rituals in the name of God is farce  

These are nothing but clever man's curse  

God has never asked for rituals such  

Animal sacrifice for God we must brush  

Few fraud brainwashed the ignorant mass; 

Rituals can't purify naughty mind  

To humanity relics are always unkind  

With vested interest priest are blind  

Hollowness of rituals let us unwind  

A rational better world we must find. 
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34.Gender equality  

Gender equality is still distant dream  

Male fraternity love to eat the cream  

Religion is the greatest stumbling block  

Gender equality is under religious lock  

In this century we should take a stock; 

Education alone is not sufficient  

Culture is also an important coefficient  

Religion needs reforms for gender equality  

Society should also encourage this polity  

Whole mankind need to show solidarity . 

35.Love  

Sleepless night  

Day is always bright  

With competitor fight  

Sometimes bite  

Sometimes like kite  

Sometimes to show might  

Sometimes to become light  

Spending should not be tight  

In love everything is right. 

 

36.Kiss and hug  

Kiss and hug together  

You love each other  

Keep the bond forever  

Don't allow it to retire  

No need of campfire; 

Never miss opportunity to kiss  

Emotion kiss easily release  

To hug never try to tease  

It may break relationship lease  

Friend will fly like wild geese. 
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37.I love you 

Not just three word  

Around it revolves world  

It can blow hot and cold  

Yet it's bonding is very bold  

True love is better than gold; 

In life love is the best treasure  

It has no boundary to measure  

Love gives heavenly pleasure  

Never put love under pressure  

Say I love you to all living creature. 

38.Religion needs reform  

Religion needs reform  

Duty it failed to perform  

In world so many storm  

Religion is now like worm  

To mankind doing harm; 

Don't make world more warm  

With reform religion should charm  

Against violence we should be firm 

Avoiding war globe should calm 

Let religion beat love and peace drum. 

39.Wildfire  

In wildfire Australia is burning  

For safety wildlife are running  

To save them people are mourning  

Global warming is point of turning  

The wildfire should be lesson of learning; 

In Antarctica ice is rapidly melting  

Yet fossil fuels every day we are burning  

The environment human are destroying  

Man think they are supreme and cunning  

But through wildfire nature is protesting. 
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40.Is Australia burning  

Kangaroos are burning in fire  

Koalas are running here and there  

Died many species which are rare  

Killing of camels is also not fair  

Let us find out ways how to take care; 

The wind made the fire hostile  

Eucalyptus trees become volatile  

Australian defence was too fragile  

Fire even burnt down birds and crocodile 

Burning Australia lost its beauty and smile. 

41.Bold steps needed  

Australian rainforest in devastation  

Nature showed its non-satisfaction  

We are responsible for it’s degradation  

Everywhere environmental pollution  

No sight of early, permanent solution; 

Rampant abuse of mother earth by man 

Global warming is destroying our den 

But we claim that we are nature's fan 

Organize seminars, summit now and then 

Bold steps needed, not just publicity van. 

42.I became killer  

I killed my pets before fire engulf  

How can I see their pain to suffer  

So gunning down was option better  

Now my life is devastated and shatter 

Will never see peace of mind forever; 

O' God why nature became so cruel  

Why don't you stopped supply of fuel? 

Rain didn't come to rescue the innocent  

Why you gave the genocide consent  

For whole life I became killer indecent. 
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43.Sleep  

Morning, evening, day or night  

For sleep, all time is always right  

Without sleep life will not be bright  

Anxiety, tension will show their might  

To maintain health you will lose fight; 

Sleep is always sweet, so also dream  

When stomach is full it is life's cream  

After few pegs never say no to sleep  

Otherwise you may fall in trouble deep  

Sound sleep is must to keep day time beep. 

44. To remain honest is tough  

To remain honest is tough 

Your journey will be rough  

People will criticise enough  

Near and dear will also laugh  

Heavy price you have to cough; 

Honesty will give heavenly pleasure  

You have overcome worldly desire  

Your integrity nothing can puncture  

In life you have a priceless treasure  

With money no one can measure . 

45.Is Religion a tool for exploitation? 

Religion may be opium of masses  

But it is tool of explanation for classes, 

Rich people need not follow religion  

For poor not following is treason;  

The mighty and powerful can give reason  

Yet for same the weaker one goes prison; 

For bold, powerful religion is like season  

The poor must follow like fixed occasion; 

Basic principle of religion is not discrimination  

Society must uphold truth with determination. 
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46.Netaji we salute you 

Power comes from barrel of gun 

To wage war against British was not fun 

Yet with Netaji Subhash thousands run 

Sacrifice for nation from him we must learn 

Now to give him due respect is our turn; 

He was mass leader per excellence  

Even today people feel his presence  

Still maestri his sudden disappearance  

Independent Indian always remember  

He is a true legend and hero forever. 

 

47. Learn from Guwahati incident  

Never play with safety rule 

Safety rules are easy and cool 

It may be lifesaving tool 

If you ignore, you are fool; 

LPG is convenient and easy to use 

Once it starts to leak difficult to defuse  

While using gas don't be confuse  

To save life, safely rules never refuse 

Loss of property and life may be huge. 
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48. Say no  

Say no when it is required  

With open mind move forward  

Sometimes yes may push backward  

No will give you better reward; 

Yes is positive it brings smile  

But before saying think a while  

It is difficult to say no to friend 

Yet saying no mind to be trained; 

Never saying no to child is not good  

Even a small thing may destroy mood 

They will not eat even the best food  

While facing life their attitude will be rude; 

Learn to say no when it is just and fair  

With friends good things always share  

Never say no to opportunity they are rare  

Combination of yes and no a good pair. 

 

49. Never say no 

Never say no when yes is right  

For truth and justice always fight; 

Never say no when yes is just  

Delivering justice is always must; 

Never say no when it is unfair  

Triumph of falsehood is rare; 

Never say no to poor and needy  

This will prove you are greedy; 

Never say no to an open truth  

People will say you liar and rude; 

Never say no to a beautiful smile  

It will make walk of life very fragile; 

Never say no to your beloved wife  

Measurable and painful will be life. 
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50. Happy Republic Day 

Our country, our soil  

Division attempt we will foil  

To save India our head boil  

We will destroy divisive coil; 

United India our mission  

Love motherland our submission  

To fight enemy no need of permission  

Defaming India is gross insubordination; 

India is by heart democratic republic  

To save India come forward all public 

Caste, creed, religion all are secondary  

Tricolour should fly high is primary. 

 

51.Don't stop, go on writing  

When emotion fills the heart  

When mind is free from dirt 

Writing poems you can start  

Progress with your poetry cart 

Compose poetry to build a mart; 

No one may listen to your voice  

But continue writing as your choice  

One day readers will notice you 

People will express their view  

You will be honoured as poet new. 
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52. Write a poem  

When you are depressed write a poem  

When you are angry read a poem  

When you are hungry think a poem  

When you are suppressed recite a poem  

But never say no to a beautiful poem; 

Poem can give you new ray of hope  

In the world you will see many scope  

Poem will motivate to climb life's rope  

With any problem you can easily cope  

No need to go to Vatican and meet Pope . 

53. The flute  

The sound is very cute 

Without air it is mute 

With many holes is flute; 

One of the oldest instrument 

With songs always supplement  

In all music it is very pertinent; 

The beauty of flute is its simplicity  

But when you try you know the difficulty  

The master can play the melody perfectly. 

 

54. I am the best  

I was the strongest sperm 

So the sea I could easily swam 

Even now I am bold and firm  

I lead my life with my own term  

But never do anybody any harm; 

Darwin told about survival of fittest  

In the run for life I was the fastest  

To penetrate egg I proved to be boldest  

Even now I am charming and honest  

I always try to make this planet best. 
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55. No free meal  

In world no free meal 

At best you can steal  

But you may get kill  

Your wound may not heal  

So, stealing is a bad deal; 

Without work life is nil 

Life is not like reel  

You must have zeal 

Pain you have to feel  

God never pay your bill. 

56. Married life 

Neither an one day cricket  

Nor play on T-twenty wicket, 

Neither a match of football  

Nor enjoyment in a shopping mall, 

Married life is tight rope walk  

Tough thank driving a highway truck, 

Every day same quarrel repeated  

Any moment you may get separated,  

Love, hate come like sinusoidal curve 

To play long you must have strong nerve, 

Yet married life is the backbone of society  

So, run the three leg race with humility. 

57. Till we sing together  

Till as human we sing together  

The division will remain forever  

Religion is making division wide  

Peoples emotion taken for ride  

Religious identity we should hide 

Divisive mentality keep aside  

Jihad is coming as dangerous tide 

Every mother please be a guide  

As human beings show your pride. 
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58. Zero  

Difficult to understand zero  

Standing behind it is hero 

Zero is key in Mathematics  

It is also important in physics  

In multiplication zero is bad  

In division the result is mad 

Addition never care it's presence  

In subtraction also no resonance  

Concept of zero made in India first  

In exam getting zero means last. 

59. Physics  

Nature follow physics or physics follow nature  

Only God can give the correct answer; 

The universe also follow law of physics  

It is difficult to understand law of optics; 

Easier is law of statics and dynamics  

Newton taught us gravitational basics; 

Einstein told about matter and energy  

Speed of light is the natural boundary; 

Knowing physics must for the creator  

Otherwise the universe he can't monitor. 

60. Chemistry  

Physical, organic inorganic all are same 

It is permutation and combination game 

The catalyst carry the reaction theme  

Without catalyst chemistry is lame  

Pressure and temperature not to blame; 

Bonding of atoms chemistry defines  

From raw materials chemistry refines  

Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen make wines  

Body chemistry is part of our biology  

It also determines human psychology. 
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61. Mathematics  

Mathematics is the basic  

Without it science is static  

Zero to nine all digit together  

Counting is maths mother  

Addition, subtraction, division  

Always important multiplication  

Geometry, algebra and trigonometry  

Calculus is important not complimentary  

Without mathematics no engineering  

Development of technology maths is supporting  

Mathematics is the easiest of all science  

To calculate arithmetic is always in mind. 

 

62. Biology  

Away from complex theory of physics  

In tandem with simplicity of mathematics  

Chromosome of biology science exists; 

Heredity is the biological process of life  

Through reproduction species survive  

Biology is nature's beloved wife; 

From protozoa to elephant or dinosaur  

All living things are biological connoisseur 

Preserving biodiversity is need of the hour; 

Without biology physics, chemistry has no use 

Mathematics also can't count when brain lose fuse  

Biology reproduces things for future muse. 
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10 Indian Oil: The PSU World 978-93-89696-21-9 Pratishruti Prakashan English 

11 Bullet Cholua Suwali Joni 978-93-89696-02-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

12 Kobitar Aakash 978-93-89696-03-5 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

13 Jubin Garg Jindabad 978-93-89696-04-2 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

14 Natun Nayiaka Hima 978-93-89696-05-9 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

15 Safal Jajabor 978-93-89696-06-6 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

16 Anishito Jibon 978-93-89696-07-3 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

17 Sisu Hobor Mon Jai 978-93-89696-08-0 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

18 O Mur Obudh Mon 978-93-89696-09-7 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

19 Mon Jai 978-93-89696-10-3 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

20 Jibanta Sobi 978-93-89696-11-0 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

21 Iswaror Bhool 978-93-89696-12-7 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

22 Hepahor Balighor 978-93-89696-13-4 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

23 Adinor Kobita 978-93-89696-14-1 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

24 Durbol Iswar 978-93-89696-15-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

25 Jibonor Angka 978-93-89696-28-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

26 Lahe Laher Desh 978-93-89696-29-5 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

27 Yudha Ses Howk 978-93-89696-30-1 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

28 Muga Kapur 978-93-89696-31-8 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

29 Jai Ai Asom 978-93-89696-32-5 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

30 Ek Bharat Shesthra Bharat 978-93-89696-34-9 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

31 Asomot Borosun Kolkatat Sati 978-93-89696-35-6 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

32 Moyu Chowkidar 978-93-89696-33-2 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

33 Aasol Bharotiya  978-93-89696-37-0 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

34 Modhuri Khuwa Burha 978-93-89696-38-7 Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

35 Multiple Career Choices 81-223-0779-5 Pustak Mahal, New Delhi English 

36 21st Century Rhymes 81-7987-003-0 Vishav Books, New Delhi English 
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37 Daughters of The Soil 81-87502-17-7 Spectrum English 

38 The Making of a Goddess 81-87502-04-5 Spectrum English 

39 Big Bang to Bill Gates 81-87502-78-9 Spectrum English 

40 Kalpana Chawla: Hissar to Cape Canaveral  81-87502-75-4 Spectrum English 

41 A Complete Guide to Career Planning 978-93-815887-7-2 V&S Publisher, New Delhi English 

42 Bhupedda: Bard of the Brahmaputra 978-81-8344-016-5  Spectrum English 

43 Career Option in Medicine & Health Care No ISBN Mtg Books English 

44 O Mur Moromor Desh No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

45 Anishar Kabita No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

46 Jowaror Gaan No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

47 Samayor Itihas No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

48 Korotolo Kamala No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

49 Kamala Dolo Nayana No ISBN Pratishruti Prakashan Assamese 

50 Uroniya Mas (Flying Fish) No ISBN Sanjibon Prakashan  Assamese 

 

 


